Occupational Therapy
Does your child have difficulty…
Holding/using utensils, pencils or scissors?
Dressing him/herself or engaging buttons, zippers or laces?
Sleeping through or going to sleep at night?
Following routines?
Using both hands together at midline to open things up?
Playing with toys in a functional way? Or do they simply engage
in repetitive actions with them?
Interacting appropriately with his peers — sometimes being
perceived as aggressive, rough, withdrawn and/or disengaged?
Calming themselves?
Walking/running without tripping/falling/bumping into objects?
Paying attention to activities that require sitting and focusing?
Completing puzzles or consistently identifying shapes,
letters or numbers?
Tracking lines of text while reading? Do they skip lines/words?
Making consistent eye contact?
Copying shapes, letters or numbers? Writing legibly with
letters on the lines and words well spaced?
Maintaining an upright posture while sitting at a desk?
Remaining in a seat without falling out?
With bath time, hair brushing, or washing of his/her face?
Tolerating a variety of textures on his/her hands (i.e., sticky,
rough, soft)?

We Can Help.
Chatty Child occupational therapists assist your child —
and the family and caregivers — in building skills that enable
them to participate in meaningful and developmentally
appropriate activities in order to develop self-help and
fine motor skills. At Chatty Child, therapy sessions often
look like “playing,” as we design activities for your child
to explore their environment and engage in new sensory
experiences that challenge them in the areas where
they need support. At Chatty Child, we believe positive
experiences help to build your child’s confidence and
allow your child to reach his/her full potential through
activities, knowledge and team work. Let’s work together!
If YOU answered “yes” to any of the questions above, call
347.491.4451 today to schedule a consultation.
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